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castles on the Rhine. Still westward, till the castanets
sounded the authentic note of romance a few years later, as
Carmencita and her contrabandistas strode gallantly into the
hard Andalusian sunlight and took their rakish poses, Hut
in Spain the moving finger of romance had touched the edge
of Europe. Quite unperturbed, it crossed the Atlantic.
That, perhaps, is how America became to British eyes the
last citadel of romance, outlined against the West with its
small, gesticulating figures etched sharply on the glow behind
them. What Childe Roland worthy of his spurs would not
ride out to such a Dark Tower and sound his horn ?
The approach, I think I wrote, was quite romantic, And
the return ? Knights errant are often highly reticent after
the quest is over. An exhausted charger ambles up the lull;
the castle gates clang to behind it; and we are left outside,
in doubt as to the temper of the dragon and even the beauty
of the maid. Was there, we sometimes wonder, a maid at
all ? So, also, the intrepid female, homeward bound from
Sicily, creeps all unravished back to Cheltenham. And, wiser
(perhaps) than I, both knight and lady keep their own
counsel. Yet I feel that silence would be unmannerly.
Besides, it is so tempting for a traveller to tell traveller's
tales.
These, then, are a few traveller's tales. Before I tell them,
let me explain their limitations. Three months, which is a
long time for any traveller, is a short time for the United
States; and though the road from Central Park to the Rio
Grande, out to the Golden Gate and back again is long as
well, it is not long enough for any man to learn a continent
Perhaps he may unlearn; but there was little time for learn-
ing. So there is no attempt here at any ordered survey of
the past, present, and immediate prospects of the United
States (with maps, appendices, and a posthumous Introduc-
tion by Lord Bryce). The object of these pages is far
humbler. Having crawled, buzzing slightly, across a vast
window-pane, I felt that news of my adventure might

